
3 Oceans Entertainment   DJ   Service – Wedding and Event Packages and Pricing

All DJ and MC services from 3 Oceans Entertainment are performed by the owner, Cameron 
Carpenter.  All wedding and event packages include (if desired) an in-person meeting  to 
discuss your event, and a personal website with music requests and information input, plus
help with timeline creation and on-site coordination with staff and other vendors on the 
day of event.  Master of Ceremonies for announcements.  Set up, tear down and travel are 
all included in the Phoenix metro area.

                   ______________________________________________________________________________

Package 1 – rate is   $450

What is included: Up to 3 hours of service with single sound system and handheld wireless 
microphone.  There is no lighting with this budget friendly option, suitable for a basic event.

Package 2 – rate is   $850 (our most popular DJ package!)

What is included: Up to 5 hours of service starting at Ceremony time (prelude music 
included for free), or music start.  2 Wireless lapel microphones, plus additional wireless 
handheld mic available with this standard package.  2 sound systems if needed, such as 
Reception music immediately following Ceremony, or separate locations at a venue. Dance 
lighting, which are the colored flashing lights you’ll see during open dancing.

Package 3 – rate is   $1250

What is included: Everything you get with the standard option, and expanded event date 
service time to 8+ hours.  This deluxe package provides an additional cocktail hour sound 
system  if needed, and includes full-room LED uplighting (up to 10 accent fixtures 
depending on location, with your choice of color to match your room décor) in addition to 
the included dance lighting. This package is also used for all Sedona events, and includes 
travel to and from my base in Phoenix.

                        __________________________________________________________________________________

Additionally, I carry event insurance with general liability in the amount of $1,000,000 and 
can provide documentation (COI) if requested by venue.  Everything is confirmed with a 
simple contractual agreement and a $250 deposit to secure the date, with the balance due a
week before.

 


